
Speaker 1 (00:00): 

If it’s October (which it Is) then it must be ADHD Awareness Month (which it is) and it’s ADHD 
Awareness Month, it must be time for TADD talks from ADDA. They’Re kind of like TED talks but shorter, 
snappier, ADHD-friendly, if you will. And this year they’re all about executive function. You know ...that 
front part of our ADHD brains that helps us plan and prioritize and remember what we’re doing and 
follow through. Or not. So here’s your chance to hear from 31 different experts. It’S just another way 
ADDA supports adults with ADHD. Let’S listen in.. 

Sarah (00:39): 

Hey there, and welcome to TADDTalks with ADDA, I'm Sarah Durham and I am a former classroom 
teacher. I taught many years GT and twice exceptional GT students, and I am now a full-time life and 
academic coach for teens, late middle school through college. And I'm really excited to talk to you guys 
today about strategies to help with emotional modulation for students during those big asks in the 
classroom. So let's first define what a big ask is. So to me it's these big projects with multiple moving 
parts over a period of time. When I think about these big asks, I'm thinking about situations that are 
gonna require multiple signs, simultaneous executive function skills, while also processing information 
or learning this approach. And my strategies today are gonna be through the context of the classroom, 
but honestly, they can be translated into almost any environment for any age. 

Sarah (01:35): 

These three strategies I'm gonna share with you today are meant to help curb getting stuck or giving up 
too easily or shutting down because of that flooding or overwhelm that comes with those big asks. And 
if we don't use strategies on the front end to calm our nervous system down and bring us back to a safe 
state before we start, the anxiety often compounds and we get stuck before we start. The first strategy I 
wanna talk about is mind mapping. Mind mapping is a, an organizational tool that is a map that matches 
more that divergent thinking. So just to give you a brief overview, imagine it's more like a web than a 
list. For example, you might have a topic in the middle. So if we're doing this on the front end of a 
project and we're trying to keep you know, anxiety at bay, right? 

Sarah (02:21): 

You might put the topic to be, Let's just start with the last time I did a really big project and I freaked 
out. That can be the main topic. And then off of that, you have branches that are subtopics, like, what 
worked last time? What were my strategies in staying organized? You know, what feelings came up in, 
you know, perfectionism, procrastination, how'd that look? What were the resources I used to move 
through those? So all of those things we can be reminded of by taking that little internal explosion that's 
that's going on, this expectation that we've just been given. And we can start sifting through what is 
coming up for us, right? And so we, we use this tool to sort and sift and to, you know, get our, our 
nervous system back in a calmer state because we're just simply reminded that, that we do know a little 
bit more about ourselves. 

Sarah (03:18): 

We are experts at ourselves and maybe there's an area that we never found a good place or a good 
resource to, to help meet that expectation. And maybe that's a place that we can, we can reach out for, 
for, you know, for something new this time. But it, but it helps us notice and it helps us take inventory 
and, and that can build confidence. And then once you're done with that, mind mapping can be used for 
all kinds of things. You know, the planning, the brainstorming, breaking the project down. And when you 



look at something in this web like pattern and you're, you're, you give yourself the freedom, right? To go 
to these different branches and add details or pictures or things to reinforce these different 
connections. There's an empowerment in that because you're, you're in it, you're part of the process 
already. You're already in the project and you're already making steps to create momentum. 

Sarah (04:10): 

The second strategy is about breaking it down into smaller chunks or part that the very, very first part of 
any big long project or intense transition should start with a really tiny, small win. Something very easily 
attainable for anybody that actually just puts them inside the project. And then we have a choice about 
who is going to be breaking down the project into those manageable chunks. It can absolutely be the 
teacher or the supportive person helping out with that depending on age and what the type of situation 
we're looking at. But we can also give that responsibility to the student. They can assess a project and 
decide mostly what they think would be manageable chunks for them. Either way, they, there should be 
some built in gentle accountability along the way, checking in after each one of those parts or during 
those parts. Sometimes it can be a grade I would suggest if it's a grade, if we wanna keep that safety and 
that excitement around the project that it be a grade that they can improve upon. 

Sarah (05:17): 

But you can also ask them what kind of accountability works best for them. Maybe it's you, maybe it's 
sharing with a peer. In fact, that could be an example of that first small win to get them into the project. 
Today. The first step of our project is we're gonna reflect and figure out what kind of accountability 
works best for us if we're in a busy season or with a big project. And then you're also spending time in 
self-awareness and advocacy. And then here's what I think makes chunking or or breaking things down 
something that actually works and that's being flexible. You know, I can't remember a time I did a 
project or I had a season of transition and there was a lot going on and I had some plan in place, right? 
Something to get me going and I didn't need to pivot or modify as I went, you know, because we just 
don't show up the same every day. 

Sarah (06:09): 

We're human. Our resources are flux, especially when our executive function is, is being taxed. You 
know, we get sick or, or you know, we haven't eaten enough that day or slept enough the night before 
or whatever it is. And we're still learning about ourselves. So we wanna keep fear and anxiety at bay or 
less likely to creep in. We have to give them freedom to negotiate how those chunks are parts look or 
change within this allowable timeframe. We wanna give them the power to notice what's working, 
what's not working in that room to pivot. We need our students to own their pivot. They're gonna need 
and want ownership over their pivots for the rest of their lives. We need to give them practice. We have 
to remember that these big asks can create a lot of stories about how we measure up, how we move in 
the world, how we don't move in the world. 

Sarah (06:59): 

The last couple things I wanna say about breaking things down or chunking is if there's an interest or an 
area of interest that is something that can be accomplished early, but maybe out of order, get the 
student freedom to build successes on those interest driven tasks early on. We want their mindsets 
working for them. The more momentum they create, the easier it will be to build on, you know, if they 
get stuck mid-project. The third strategy is collaboration. Even in independent projects, we can hold 
room for collaboration even within an individual experience. We can hold space for collaboration and 



being able to, you know, talk alongside others who may be going through something similar or are also a 
part of that classroom community. We are in community with each other and I know being, you know, 
neuro divergent myself, I find a lot of value in being able to talk things out with my sisters or my spouse 
or my colleagues and other people. 

Sarah (08:01): 

Just being able to bounce ideas and, and getting their input. It may be, you know, something like, Well 
how did you go about organizing this or researching this and or chunk this? Or how did you give 
momentum in this area? It was really tough or I'm not that interested in it. You know, those kinds of 
things can unlock those conversations can unlock a lot for us. And I will say people, teens especially are 
very generous with each other. They are right there ready to normalize struggles and keeping us out of 
isolation can keep us from getting stuck. Normalizing is a very powerful tool against anxiety. And I will 
say as well, other students are great for that missed instruction or those tidbits that were offered along 
the way and they can remind other students of their resources, right? Remember she said you could do 
it like this instead of this. 

Sarah (08:51): 

Remember there's freedom to do this. And it brings them back to that safety and that support they 
might have abandoned right in their minds because they got nervous about where they were at. And as I 
wrap up, I just wanna say thanks for joining me for my at Tad Talk. I am Sarah Durham, life and academic 
coach for Kattywampus Coaching. If you wanna know more about me or my work around ADHD adults 
or students or how to support them, you can visit me at www.kattywhompous.com. Or you can email 
me at sarah@kattywhompous.com. I hope you found this helpful. I hope you have an awesome day. 
Take care. 

Speaker 1 (09:39): 

Hey, congrats you did it - listened to the entire TADD talk! And if you think this is great info, there's even 
more at the 2022 international ADHD conference. It's a hybrid conference that happens November 16th 
through the 19th live in Dallas, Texas, simulcast on the web as a virtual event. Find out more at ADDA - 
that's add.org, where you can catch ADHD webinars, join peer support groups, and get ADHD classes. It's 
truly priceless, but membership costs less than $8 a month. Okay. Enough of the chatter… we'll see you 
tomorrow with more executive function information. 
 


